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TH E  I N F ORMA TOR
In the news...

Over the 2020-21 school year, many changes have been
made, both to the Illinois BPA chapters, and to the world in
general. With this change, however, came incredible
adaptation on the part of our Illinois BPA chapters. 

From the quick change to virtual meetings, to more online
centered service projects, our state's BPA entered a new
chapter this school year, one that truly exhibited the
leadership and scholarship of BPA members. 
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THE  EDWARDSVILLE  BPA
GARDENS  THRIVES  DESPITE
COVID  CHALLENGES

Despite challenges from the COVID-19
pandemic, the Edwardsville chapter’s annual
garden was more successful than ever.
Started in the summer of 2019, the Replace
Hunger with Hope Charity garden is a garden
founded by the Edwardsville BPA chapter.
The chapter grows vegetables on a plot given
by a local apple orchard and donates the
vegetables to the local food pantry.
Following social distancing and other
guidelines proved to be a challenge, but the
chapter created some innovative solutions to
these problems. Workers were grouped into
pods, and a group google calendar scheduled
pods to tend to the garden every week.
Chapter president Braden Starck commented
“We went to the garden almost every other
day, whether it was to water it in the heat of
the summer, weed it during the rain of the
spring, or pick it in the fall.”

This year required much more planning and
effort than previous years, but the effort was
worth it. “We donated 768 pounds to the
pantry, more than doubling last year’s 325,”
Starck says. Sophomore EHS chapter member
Josh Daly commented “It really opened up my
eyes to the good that donating gives.”

The Waubonsie Valley BPA, during the
Pandemic, founded its very own Mentorship
Program. Local Mentorship Chair and State
President Rishi Patel and Public Relations
Chair Edward Chen formed a comprehensive
program that offers BPA members an
opportunity to learn from some of the
brightest business leaders in the Chicago
suburbs. Some workshops included insight
from Anand Chari, a small business founder
(K4 Mobility), Brandon Kizer, an entre-
preneur investor, Hemanshu Bahl, a personal
wealth management expert, and Iman Zargar,
BPA alumni and business student.

Along with the Mentorship Program,
Waubonsie Valley BPA’s Publicity Chair State
Secretary Piya Shah and Community Project
Development Officer Shreya Anand initiated
a financial literacy program, Money Buddies,
for local elementary schools that feed into
Waubonsie Valley. WV BPA members
volunteer after school to mentor younger
students to help them learn how to manage
their money. Over the past few months, we
have covered topics such as coins and
currency, budgeting and saving, taxes and
check writing, and in our most recent
meeting, credit cards and debit cards.

WAUBONSIE  VALLEY  BPA'S
COMMUNITY  SERVICE
REACHES  FAR  AND  WIDE   



In all of this change and frenzy
of the past year, what are some
of our members' thoughts on
their BPA experience? 

MEMBERS '  THOUGHTS

HOW  HAS  YOUR  BPA CHAPTER  BEEN
MEETING  THROUGHOUT  THE  SCHOOL  YEAR?

HOW  HAS  BPA (AT  YOUR  SCHOOL  AND  IN
YOUR  REGION) CHANGED  BECAUSE  OF  THE
COVID  PANDEMIC?

OTHER  THAN  YOUR  LOCAL

BPA CHAPTER ,  HOW  ELSE
HAS  YOUR  SCHOOL
PROMOTED  BUSINESS
EDUCATION  DURING  THIS
SCHOOL  YEAR?

Our BPA chapter has been meeting virtually every
few weeks using Zoom. The board has been putting
together presentations as well as help sessions
every now and then for people to come in and
answer questions. It has been a very efficient and
effective way of communicating during these
otherwise disconnected times. - Sahaja
Danthurthy, Metea Valley High School

My BPA chapter has been meeting virtually every
single week after virtual school. - Zhouqi Shao,
Whitney Young High School

BPA has been affected by COVID as everything has
to be done virtually, and we are not able to be
together in the building. It makes it a lot more
difficult to do certain things and is just less
interactive overall. - Keith Xin, Whitney Young
High School

 
Not being in person has made a change. and it is
harder to get information because it's harder to
reach out to people. - Shravan Sankaran,
Waubonsie Valley High School

Our school has promoted
business education by
bringing the stock market
game to our school. Through
this program, students are
able to experience investing
in the stock market and
understand financial literacy
- Puja Teakulapalli, Metea
Valley High School

Through the use of other
clubs like DECA. - Shravan
Sankaran, Waubonsie Valley
High School

Business has been on the rise
at GBS with two new
business clubs opening
during the pandemic. The
first club that has been
started is the Women in
Business club, an exclusive
club for female students who
are interested in business.
The second club that was
founded, Business Insights,
allows students to get real
life insight into the business
world.- Patrick Moran,
Glenbrook South High
School



CUNETTO'S HOUSE OF PASTA, ST. LOUIS - Three key members of Edwardsville BPA sat down
for a fancy dinner in St. Louis to discuss crypto-currency investing, hot off of the heels of the
“GameStop Revolution.”
State Vice President of Torch Awards, Jackson Budwell, who is also the historian of the
Edwardsville BPA chapter, turned to his classmates to help discuss his get-rich-quick scheme. 
 “Dogecoin!” he said, “I am sure that Dogecoin will shoot up, and soon.” It was the 30th of
January, and Dogecoin was worth 2 cents. 
 “How can we get in?” Braden Stark, state treasurer said, leaning in, his eyes wide with
interest.
 “I’m not sure,” Dhruv Mathur, EHS BPA officer said, shaking his head, “This seems a bit risky
to me.” The three finished their meal, and turned to planning.
 The trio devised a plan to invest $150 dollars into the cheap coin. 
 Later that night, Budwell messaged Stark and Mathur that he was unable to invest; his
investing software didn’t support Dogecoin, but he promised to work on it soon.
 A week later, on February 5th, Elon Musk simply tweeted, “Dogecoin.”
 After the coin surged 50%, the trio realized that they had just missed out. 

CURRENT  EVENTS  - THE  GAMESTOP  ISSUE

OUR  MEMBERS '  FEELINGS:  THE  GAMESTOP  ISSUE

It was so different and exciting to witness!  -
Puja Teakulapalli, Metea Valley High School

I feel that on one hand, Robinhood shouldn't
keep people from investing in certain stocks,
but r/WallStreetBets should be considered
insider trading because they discuss what
stocks to invest in to make them all money. - 
Carlos Murillo, Whitney Young High School

For Wall Street, I think it was a good lesson
to learn because the power of individual
investors should not be taken for granted.
With more sophisticated investment tools
falling in the hands of the everyday investor,
Wall Street is forced to recognize that they
don't have all the power when it comes to
the Stock Market, and that is a good thing.
However, seeing the outcomes and the
volatility of the market, I think some people
could be severely hurt by Gamestop's
decline. - Sahaja Danthurthy, Metea Valley
High School


